
Whale Name Justification

1042 Groove Notch/groove on dorsal

Groovy Notch/groove on dorsal

Peacock The islands and bonnet look like the head, body, and large tail of a peacock

Mallard

Rabbit

Clippy

Shelley
Callosity resembles a conch shell

Telescope
For the callosity shape that looks like a telescope or spotting scope

Backpack

Drape
The back scar and ped scar look like a line draped over that side

Yin

Lamprey

Query
Callosity looks like a question mark

1711 Montana After Tony Montana from Scarface.

Nienor Extensive scarring, name Nienor relates to 'mourning'.

Heaven Heaven in Our Headlights- Hedley headlight callosities

Meteor Line scars on head, flank, ped look like meteors

Plumb Line A vertical line - like the ones on her left head, left flank, and left peduncle

Specter Ghost-line shape of bonnet with 2 dark eyes

Maple

Parka

Chalkline
For the various white lines/scarring

Snowman
For the bonnet shape that looks like a snowman

Latitude

Artemis

Candle
Proximal end of bonnet looks like the flame at the top of a candle

Bonnet looks like backpacker, with the double pen as the backpack and the island as the 

head.

Both the distinctive line marks are on the left, yin (the black section of the yin yang symbol) 

is on the left side and represents female energy

The two long, white scars on the left side and peduncle look like lamprey eels attached at 

the midline and hanging down. We see this in right whales.

Bonnet looks like a person bundled up in a full length puffy coat. Tooth decay is like the 

boots. 

The line scars on her back and peduncle are what distinguish her from other broken, two 

island whales. Like lines of latitude on her body.

Her two islands are mirrors of each other, just like the famous twins Artemis and Apollo. 

Also the thick line scars on her back and ped look like contrails from the Artemis rocket 

launches.

Overall shape of bonnet when looking from above towards tail.  Duck looking left with beak 

tilted up. 

Overall shape of bonnet when looking from from above towards tail. Rabbit looking to the 

right.

The callosity resembles the discontinued, but unforgettable, Microsoft Office Assistant 

Clippy the interactive paperclip.

A family name since her 2017 calf (#4711) is Whirligig, which are the winged seeds of 

maple trees. Plus she has been sighted in Roseway and BOF (the maple tree is the 

national tree of Canada).



Flicker Proximal end of bonnet looks like the flame at the top of a candle

Scratch Scars on flank and peduncle

Drape
The back scar and ped scar look like a line draped over that side

Yin

Lamprey

2910 Paddle Seen from above, the callosities on his head look like a paddle.

Pongo Considerable scarring on fluke. Dalmatian like.

Silver Lining Scarring by the right bonnet looks like sun peeking out through clouds

Guiness Scar underneath right bonnet = foam on the head of a dark beer

Cappuccino Scar underneath right bonnet = cappuccino foam 

Hummingbird Small scar on right lip

Scarface

Surf White scarring in bonnet is like breaking waves.

Breakers White scarring in bonnet is like breaking waves at the beach

Nuru Swahili for “light”; callosity resembles a torch being held aloft

Surf For the scarring on the right side of the bonnet that looks like surf breaking on a beach

Breakers

Swash

Frost

Paddy Seen from above, the callosities on his head look like a paddle

Oar Seen from above, the callosities on his head look like an oar

Frost
This whale needs to be named for the white edging of the right callosity.

Glaze This whale needs to be named for the white edging of the right callosity.

White Rim This whale needs to be named for the white edging of the right callosity.

Edging This whale needs to be named for the white edging of the right callosity.

3130 Penny Bun Callosity at end of rostrum similar to a king bolete (aka Penny Bun) mushroom

Both the distinctive line marks are on the left, yin (the black section of the yin yang symbol) 

is on the left side and represents female energy

The two long, white scars on the left side and peduncle look like lamprey eels attached at 

the midline and hanging down. We see this in right whales.

For the scarring on the right side of the bonnet that looks like breaking waves on the beach

Swash is the foamy, white water that washes up the beach after a wave breaks.  The white 

scarring on the right side of the bonnet looks like a wave washing up on the beach.

The scarring below the right bonnet looks like a layer of frost along the callosity. Also 

Robert Frost's famous poem "The Road Not Taken" is about choosing between two paths, 

similar to #2910's lips: one chose to have callosity, the other did not.

Scarface for the scar on his face (right side of bonnet). Yes, unfortunately many right 

whales could be named scarface; however, this has been the unofficial name for #2910 

that has been used across multiple field teams for years.



Bolete Callosity at end of rostrum similar to a king bolete (aka Penny Bun) mushroom

Artemis Goddess of wild animals, nature, care of children, childbirth

Scalene Three islands form a scalene triangle

Libra

Leo

Lion

Marilyn

Lima NATO alpha code for the letter L, for the shape of the 3 islands.

Grey Lady Nickname for Nantucket Island, in honor of all the island callosities

Squidward Callosity resembles the SpongeBob character

Diamond For the white scar in front of the bonnet that looks like a diamond

Triplet For the three post blowhole callosities

Ursa

Marilyn

Trois French for '3' for her 3 islands and 3 post blowhole callosities

Carrot The scar in front of bonnet is like a carrot hanging in front of a horse

Anglerfish Scar in front of bonnet is like the anglerfish lure

Cachalot

3191 Curve Ball Callosity seems to have a slight curve to it

Arch Curve in callosity and lip callosities

Exclaim Right lip callosity looks like an exclamation mark

Semi-colon Right lip callosity looks like a semi-colon

Eyebrow Both lip callosities

Dietrich Marlene Dietrich was famous for her eyebrows (see lip callosities)

Waldo

Crook There's a jog/curve in the callosity.

Kink For the slight curve in part of the callosity

Mop Callosity looks like a person holding a mop

Ukelele Callosity resembles ukulele

Lute Callosity resembles a lute

Her long coaming and islands resemble the big dipper (part of Ursa Major), which can be 

used to find the North Star (the scar at the front of her rostrum)

Marilyn Monroe had a beauty mark above her left lip, similar to that white scar fwd of the 

bonnet on the left side. She also had 3 husbands and #3130 has 3 postblows.

Cachalot is another name for sperm whale, because the scar forward of the left bonnet is 

where a sperm whale blowhole is- far forward on the left

The double peninsula's topography resembles the Where's Waldo character's signature 

eyeglasses.

White scar underneath bonnet = roaring lion silhouette + is an El look alike (2 islands on 

left + 1 on right in the shape of an L)

White scar underneath bonnet = roaring lion silhouette + is an El look alike (2 islands on 

left + 1 on right in the shape of an L)

Named for Marilyn Monroe and her iconic beauty mark, which was on the same side as 

#3130's rostrum scar.

The three islands when viewed from above make an L shape, and the three 

post-blowhole callosities resemble the scale symbol for the astrological sign. 

Plus, this whale's father is "Gemini," so there would be a nice familia continuity.



Guitar Callosity resembles a guitar

Dentist

Bendy Has an obvious bend in his callosity.

Dimple For the tooth decay in the bonnet

Indent For the tooth decay in the bonnet

Guitar The continuous callosity resembles a guitar, with the bonnet on the bottom

Hendrix The continuous callosity resembles a guitar and Jimmy Hendrix was a famous guitarist

3333 Oppenheimer

Pebbles Callosity looks like a adorably small pile of rocks.

Fraya end of fluke scars look like fraying

Fangs Scars off callosity, lips, and trailing fluke look like fangs

Nessie Scar on left dorsal fluke trailing edge = loch ness monster

Sauropod

Lighthouse Scar on left dorsal fluke trailing edge

Qantas The scarring on his fluke looks like a jumbo jet to me, reminding me of my favorite airline. 

Ziggy Callosity zigzags

Viper Callosity resembles a coiled snake

Fangs For the scar on the trailing edge of the flukes

Dracula For the fang scars on the trailing edge of the flukes

Dracula The scar on his right lip looks like fangs

Shaka The scar on the top of his fluke looks like someone doing the shaka sign or "hang loose"

Icicle Trailing edge scar looks like a hanging icicle.

Skellington

Wingman Scars on flukes and peduncle resemble an airplane

Vase Shape of bonnet resembles a Chinese vase

Dumbell

Cricket The white circular scar on the blowholes looks like a white cricket ball

Sisyphus

3693 Chicane The callosity waves from side to side like a chicane.

Muppet Two peninsulas on right side of callosities look like googly eyes over frowning mouth

Trinity 3 parallel lines on her tail, the state of being 3

Tribar 3 parallel lines on her tail

Triad 3 parallel lines on her tail - a union or group of 3

Celestial Island and white dots on head look like objects in space

Short for Jack Skellington from the movie the Nightmare Before Christmas: both of their 

lips look sewn together by scars.

As seen from the left or the right aerially, the bonnet resembles a dumbell for weight 

training

The white circular scar on the blowholes looks like a white ball rolling down a hill. Sisyphus 

was condemned to repeatedly roll a heavy rock up a hill in Hades only to have it roll down 

again as it nears the top

The callosity looks like a large toothbrush, and tooth decay (I know nothing to do with teeth 

but follows the theme)

Scar on left dorsal fluke trailing edge = any of the long neck dinosaurs (brontosaurus, 

diplodocus, etc)

The scar combined with the callosity looks like a mushroom cloud over the 

ground.



Paintball White speckles all over head and body like been in a paintball battle

Constellation White dots all over head & body = variety of constellations

Confetti White dots all over head & body

Pinball

Merrimack

Aquinnah

Jimi The callosity looks like a guitar and immediately made me think of Jimi Hendrix.

Salix For the callosities that looks like a branch of a pussy willow tree, Salix is the genus

Bud For the callosity that looks like a tree in the spring with the buds coming out

Pearl

Smorgasbord A variety of peninsulas and islands make up her callosity.

Panoply An array of callosity options (peninsulas, islands).

Alien

Starlink

Asterism The name of a group of stars; for the white dots on the right side of her head

Glitter
For the white dots on the right side of her head

Constellation For the white dots on the right side of her head

Sparkles For the white dots on the right side of her head

Milky Way
For the white dots on the right side of her head

Ridge The ridge in the coaming is a stable feature and what I use to match this whale

Crest The ridge in the coaming is a stable feature and what I use to match this whale

Pinball Pinball for the back and forth between the many peninsulas

Zigzag
The callosity zigzags back and forth between peninsulas

3917 Junco The tail carries the same white leading edges as the Junco bird.

Lúthien Relates to flowers (callosities on bonnet and chin appear like a bouquet)

Endurance This whale has endured entanglements as evidenced by extensive scarring

Topple 4 white scars on right lip = row of dominoes falling

Grimace

Amazon

Single, high island is almost round. Also, lots of mandibulars islands (particularly on the 

right) is like a string of pearls 

The bonnet looks like the bulbous head of an alien with the rest of the callosity to the 

coaming looking like a scrawny alien body

Several linear white dots on the right side of rostrum, right lip, and behind and to the right 

of the blowholes resembles the Starlink satellites 

Named for the long winding Merrimack River in New England. This whale is mostly only 

seen in New England waters.

Named for the lighthouse on Martha's Vineyard - an island near a peninsula. And a 

reference to this whale mostly only seen in New England waters. 

The overall callosity pattern looks like an active pinball game, with the island being the ball 

and the peninsulas being the obstacles.

2 dots on left head + left lip scar = grimace of determination (she's also clearly been 

through a lot)

Female warrior - this whale has been through a lot. All the scars can represent the river & 

its tributaries



Valkyrie

Cockatoo The scarring on her fluke looks like a cockatoo opening its wings

Picket For the white scarring on the lips that looks like a white picket fence

Abstract

Guitara Continuous callosity looks like a guitar

Vitruvian

3946 Asparagus Seen from above, the callosities on her head look like an asparagus.

Wanda

Felagund Name relates 'maker of caves' referring to the scars below blowhole

Icicle Long continuous ped scar and continuous callosity

Equus Headlight looks like profile of a horse head. Equus is genus for horses, zebras, etc.

Crawford White scar by blowhole = beautymark ~ to Cindy Crawford

Tictac White scar by blowhole = breath mint

Calamari A family name since mother is Loligo (genus of squid).

Rhubarb The continuous peduncle scarring looks like a stalk of rhubarb.

Smooch

Besa

Dora Milaje Callosity resembles a spear, which are wielded by the warrior women of Black Panther

Lefty For the scar on the left blowhole

South Paw For the scar on the left blowhole

Ilex

Batty

Madagascar

Accent The scar by the left blow hole looks like a accent mark over a letter

Tilde The scar by the left blow hole looks like a tilde mark over a letter

4042 Beren Relates to 'bold'. Optimistic for young entangled whale.

Castaway

Bullseye Island w/ scar = arrow in center of target

Martini

All of the scars on her head, lips, peduncle and fluke look like abstract art. A nod to her 

mother, #3317 "Frida"

Seen from above, the callosities on her head look like a magic wand. An ''a'' was added at 

the end for a better sounding name.

This whale has many islands and is currently trying to survive an entanglement, like a 

castaway on a deserted island

Valkyrie is a warrior woman in Norse mythology, and #3917 looks like she has survived 

many battles.

#4042 has a new-ish (2022) scar on his head over his front left island, which 

resembles a skewered olive on a classic martini.

For the Vitruvian Man, a human figure with arms and legs outstretched, positioned within a 

square and circle representing the center of 'cosmic geometry'

Scars on chin look like pursed lips ready for a kiss. Also the scars on the blowhole look like 

a kiss.

Scars on chin look like pursed lips ready for a kiss. Also the scars on the blowhole look like 

a kiss.

Continuous callosity with symmetrical peninsulas is squid shaped, just like her mom, 

#1246 "Loligo"

The tip of her bonnet is white (from scars), which reminded me of white-nose syndrome 

found in bats.

The small white scar near the large bonnet resembles the island of Madagascar off the 

coast of Africa; and the word 'scar' is in the name



Checkers All the staggered islands look like a game of checkers

Bubbly For the callosity pattern that looks like a bottle of champagne with bubble coming out

Cerberus The three-headed dog from Greek mythology, for the three islands

Confetti Bonnet resembles a party popper with confetti coming out towards the coaming

Milky Way Scattered white dots on head resemble stars in the galaxy

Groucho The two aft pbh callosities look like bushy eyebrows close together like Groucho Marx

Levy

4129 Goldy Seen from above, the callosities on his head look like a goldfish.

Huan Highly Unusual Asymmetric Notches relating to floppy flipper and biased callosities

Nemo Right fluke droops like Nemo's small right fin

Estribor "Starboard" in Spanish, the island and lip and droopy fluke are all on the right side

Righty He has a droopy right fluke, an island on the right side, and a lip callosity on the right side.

Finn The main callosity looks like a Goldfish cracker, whose mascot is aptly named Finn.

Goldfish For the bonnet that looks like a goldfish/goldfish cracker

Bass

Lambda Left lip scar looks like the greek alphabet letter lambda.

Droopy For his droopy right fluke.

Venus

Goldfish Aerially from the right side, the bonnet resembles a goldfish cracker

Pez Aerially from the right side, the bonnet resembles a fish; Pez is Spanish for 'fish'

Grouper Aerially from the right side, the bonnet resembles a fish

Drumstick Bonnet is shaped like a chicken/turkey drumstick

Flopsy The bent right fluke tip looks like a floppy eared rabbit

4220 Treefrog Seen from above, the callosities on his head look like a tree frog.

Dieresis 3 series of 2 islands that look like dieresis (mark placed over a vowel: ë)

Frogger

Frog The bonnet shape looks like a cartoon frog seen from above.

Prism

Volley Right flank scar = someone tossing a volley ball or tennis ball up in the air to serve.

Volleyball Right flank scar = someone tossing a volley ball up in the air to serve

Tip-off Right flank scar = 2 basketball players jumping for the ball at the start of the game.

Frodo

Bonnet shaped like a frog, islands and pbh could be cars, and flank scar looks like leaping 

frog legs

The right flank scar resembles the two towers of Lord of the Rings, and Frodo is the main 

character of the trilogy.

The two side-by-side islands look like they passed through the coaming and "broke" into 

the four PBHs

The two aft pbh callosities look like bushy eyebrows close together like actor Eugene Levy

The island and curve of the bonnet, plus the two line scars on the lip resemble the bass 

clef. A nod to his mother #2029 "Viola"

The single island resembles the head of the Venus de Milo statue and the bonnet 

resembles her armless body



Odysseus

Pawprint The 4 post-blow callosities look how a pawprint might in the snow or sand.

Quad For the 4 post blowhole callosities

Treefrog For the unique bonnet with attached islands that looks like a tree frog with big eyes

Kermit Bonnet looks like a frog

Kermit

Seam Ripper Scar on right flank resembles the double points of a seam ripper, a sewing tool

Two-by-four The two islands and four post blowholes

Hand Puppet

4310 Rose Seen from above, the callosities on her head look like a vase with three roses.

Spade coaming looks like a spade

Snail Bonnet looks like the head and stalk eyes of a snail protruding from shell

Prickly Pear Overall shape of bonnet looks like the cactus with oval shaped "branches"

Opuntia Overall shape of bonnet. Opuntia is genus of paddle shaped cactus (exp prickly pear)

Lava Lamp The double peninsula looks like the wax dripping inside a lava lamp.

Inky

Pineapple For the unique shape of the bonnet that looks like a pineapple

Bagheera

Scream

Santa Post blowholes=eyebrows, blowholes=eyes, coaming=long,white beard

Gourdie Bonnet resembles a gourd

4539 Rogue

Tissue Scarring behind blowhole

Sepia Bonnet has the shape of a bobtail squid (scientific name: sepiolida) 

Bobtail Bonnet has the shape of a bobtail squid

Blaze Scar looks like the blaze markings on a horse's face

Cirrus

Tammy Faye Right blowhole scars look like really bad/running mascara & eyeliner

Tendril Right blowhole scar = plant tendrils or lightning tendrils

Thor Blow hole scar = lightning, coaming + peninsula = hammer

Bonnet (with tooth decay) looks like a smiling Kermit the frog, who is always juggling at 

least 4 things at a time on the Muppet Show (4 postblows).

The scar on right side looks like a hand puppet with the thumb as the lower jaw and the 

other four fingers as the upper jaw

Her callosity looks like one of the ghosts from Pac-Man (one of which happens to be 

named Inky), and it also looks like it's stained with ink.

When viewed from the right, her bonnet and fused islands look like a cat lounging in a tree. 

Like the panther, Bagheera from the Jungle Book

The bonnet resembles 'The 'Scream", a painting by Edvard Munch (distal end=top of the 

head)

The white scar across the blowhole is reminiscent of the white streak in Rogue's hair from 

the Marvel Universe.

The scarring across his coaming and blowholes looks like wispy clouds often look flat, like 

the low-profile callosity topography.

Odysseus for the Greek Hero whose journey home took years. #4220 arguably 

experienced an adventure during his 4 year sightings gap between 2014 and 2018, plus it 

relates back to his mother #3220/Cyclops (Odysseus encountered one in the epic poem).



Zeus The scar over the right blowhole resembles a lightning bolt which is Zeus' signature weapon.

Hades

Scratch For the scar across coaming and blowholes. 

Scrape For the scar across coaming and blowholes. 

VIP For the scarring on the blowholes that spells out V I P

Genie

Bolt Scar across blowhole looks like a lightning bolt.

Jellyfish

Gonzo

Killroy

Violin Bonnet, islands, and coaming together resemble a violin

Squidward Bonnet looks like Squidward head from Spongeob Squarepants

Petroglyph The series of scars on the right head by the blowhole looks like cave painting/drawings

Locomotive

Steam

4546 Pear pear shaped bonnet

Trajectory Three islands appear to be following a trajectory

Decanter

Jester

Spade The main callosity looks like the suit of Spades in a deck of cards.

Pickle For the left lip scar that looks like a little pickle  

Dandelion Islands and pens look like dandelion puffs.

Kokopelli

4633 Megamind Her bulgy, peaky bonnet looks like a brain.

Quarterback The bonnet and other callosities look like football player equipment

Katahdin The peaky bonnet stands tall and apart like Mt Katahdin in Maine

Iota i-shaped scar on right lip

Exclaim ! shaped scar on right lip

Skydancer

The series of scars on the right head by the blowhole looks like puffs of steam from a 

classic locomotive engine

The 3 islands resemble the projections of the fertility deity, usually depicted as a 

humpbacked flute player

The scarring at the right blowhole resembles a genie emerging from a lamp to grant you 

wishes

Distal end of bonnet resembles the bell of a jellyfish; proximal end of bonnet looks like 

tentacles

Islands (eyes) and callosity to proximal end of coaming (nose) resemble Gonzo the 

Muppet

Islands (eyes) and callosity to proximal end of coaming (nose) resemble killroy, the image 

of a person with a long nose peering over a wall

The series of scars on the right head by the blowhole looks like puffs of steam from a 

classic locomotive engine 

The scar over the blowhole looks like a two pronged pitchfork (bident), which is the Greek 

god of the underworld Hades' weapon. This would also be a family name since mother is 

Diablo.

Overall shape of bonnet with white scars along edges = facets of crystal decanter. Islands 

can be the booze being poured out.

Jester for the callosity pattern that looks like one juggling, with the bonnet being the jester 

and the islands the balls.

The little known formal name for the inflatable air puppet used for advertising (think car 

dealerships) is skydancer, which the coaming of #4633 looks like.



Gonzo

Kilimanjaro For the peaky bonnet

Denali For the peaky bonnet

Mytilus

4980 Hieroglph Back marks look like hieroglyphs

Albatross The smaller scar on this whale's back looks like a seabird about to dive.

Maleficent

Freefall Right back scar = a person falling from a cliff

Skydive Right back scar = person jumping from an airplane

Moonwalk Right back scar = person jumping on the moon

Astronaut Right back scar = person jumping on the moon

Coral Body scars look like pieces of coral.

Jigsaw The back lesions look like pieces from a jigsaw puzzle.

Coral Back scars resemble different corals

Shadow PuppetFor the white scar/lesion on the back that looks like a shadow puppet of a dog

Albatross Scar looks like an albatross coming in to land (wings spread, feet dangling) on an island

Splatter Scars look like paint splatter.

5001 Sequoia (Giant redwood) Slender continuous callosity

Mink white chin

Concordia Roman goddess of harmony, mother is Harmonia (Greek goddess of harmony)

Shillelagh Right back scar = Irish wooden walking stick or club w/ large knob at the top

Giraffe Right back scar = Head & neck of a giraffe

Hobby Horse Right back scar = hobby horse toy

Crook The scar on the right flank looks exactly like a shepherd's crook (cane).

Agave

Tally Scars on body are like tally marks.

Jelly The callosity looks like a jellyfish.

Seal Seal the singer also has scars on his face

White Peaks Propeller scars resemble White Peaks

Sceptre

Agave

Wonka

5046 Ref Short for 'referee' for the striped banding on callosity 

Cumulus Large lips and callosity look like puffy clouds

Named for the muppet with the big nose, like this whale's very prominent bonnet, 

especially when seen from a boat. 

For her peaky bonnet. Mytilus is the name of one of the seamounts in the NE Canyons and 

Seamounts National Monument. Also the genus that includes mussels, a bivalve 

(symmetrical/fused islands)

Continues the maternal family line (Agave is an offspring of Harmonia). Also the back 

scars look like the leaves of an agave plant. 

Right back scar looks like silhouette of Maleficent w/ dark horns and high collar of her 

cloak. White dots = her birds and the larger white scar above = a spell cast

For the callosity pattern, the uniformity of the peninsulas resemble a sceptre that would be 

carried for ceremonial purposes

Agave is the daughter of Harmonia in Greek Mythology, also scars on back look like the 

sharp leaves of the Agave plant

Back scar looks like a cane and Willy Wonka famously used a cane. He also makes candy 

(canes).



Everest

Fluffernutter The "fluffy" callosity between two large lips is like a fluff sandwich. 

Manatee The aerial view of the callosity looks like a manatee.

Pin For the bulky continuous callosity that looks like a pin from ten-pin bowling

Burnside Civil war general and originator of the "side burns", for this whales' big, long lips

Extra The callosity and lips are just so extra.

Lips I look at this whale and see LIPS.

5120 Highbeam Bright headlights

Tidal For the constantly shifting callosity from continuous to islands. 

HippopotamusFor the bonnet that resembles a hippo

Crustacea

Puff

Wide set islands barely connected to the coaming look like eyes on stalks, which is 

common in crabs, shrimp and other crustaceans. A nod to her mother #3720 "Squilla" and 

grandmother #1620 "Mantis"

Headlights looks like a dragon's nostrils and the callosity shapeshifts (magic), hence Puff 

the Magic Dragon.

Named for the highest mountain since the lip callosities are large and resemble 

mountaintops.


